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A typical approach for predicting unknown native structures of proteins is to 

assemble the fragment structures extracted from known structures. The quality of 

these extracted fragments that are used to build protein-specific fragment libraries 

can determine the success or failure of sampling near-native conformations. Here, we 

show how a high-quality fragment library can be built using deep contextual learning 

techniques. Our algorithm, called DeepFragLib, employs bidirectional long short-

term memory recurrent neural networks with knowledge distillation for initial 

fragment classification, followed by an aggregated residual transformation network 

with cyclically dilated convolution for detecting near-native fragments. DeepFragLib 

improves the position-averaged proportion of near-native fragments by 12.2% over 

existing methods and, consequently, produces better near-native structures for 72.0% 

of the free-modeling domain targets tested when integrated with Rosetta. 

DeepFragLib is fully parallelized and available for use in conjunction with structure 

prediction programs.  
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Living organisms rely on different proteins to carry out separate functions in every 

biological process. This wide variety of functions is enabled by the ability of the proteins 

to fold into different structures, prescribed by their amino-acid sequences. The cost of 

experimentally determining structures for the hundreds of millions of known proteins is 

prohibitive. It is therefore necessary to computationally predict protein structures directly 

from their sequences. Ab initio protein structure prediction is an approach that locates the 

native structure by intensively searching the protein conformational space1-4. How to 

effectively explore the enormous degrees of freedom of the protein conformational space 

is one of the most challenging problems in computational structural biology5,6.  

 

One approach to this problem is fragment assembly, which speeds up local structure 

sampling by repeatedly forcing contiguous amino acid residues (called fragments) of the 

target protein to adopt the conformations of template fragments extracted from known 

structures7. The fragment conformational space built from known structures is believed to 

be nearly complete, as a collection of more than one thousand non-redundant proteins could 

be successfully reconstructed (with the correct topology) using a 4- to 16- residue non-

homologous fragment database8. Although advances have been made in contact-assisted 

protein folding9-11, fragment assembly remains the most commonly used approach in ab 

initio protein structure prediction12-14. This is exemplified by Rosetta15,16, which uses 3-mer 

and 9-mer alternatively fragments for conformational sampling.  

  In fragment-assembly-based simulations, a fragment library is first constructed to 
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facilitate conformational sampling. This library lists eligible template fragments at each 

position of the target protein identified based purely on the sequence information. The 

quality of this fragment library is fundamental to the efficiency and accuracy of subsequent 

protein folding simulations7. The proportion of near-native fragments in a fragment library 

(referred as “precision”) and the proportion of protein positions covered by at least one 

near-native fragment (referred as “coverage”) are the most frequently adopted metrics for 

assessing the quality of fragment libraries. However, it is noticeable that “precision” 

becomes biased for a fragment library that contains a varying number of fragments at 

different positions, particularly when many fragments are enriched at a limited number of 

positions. To address this problem, we propose the “position-averaged precision”, which 

calculates the proportions of near-native fragments of each individual position and then 

averages over all positions. The combination of these three metrics may present a more 

comprehensive quality assessment. In addition, fragment-assembly-based simulations 

typically require a sufficient number of fragments at every position so that complementary 

and compensatory fragments at different positions can be located and assembled for 

effective conformational search in protein folding simulations. As an example, the 

AbinitioRelax protocol of Rosetta employs 200 fragments per position as generated by 

NNMake17 for accurate protein structure prediction. Therefore, we propose “depth”, the 

mean number of recruited fragments, as an additional measure. 

  Besides NNMake, employed in Rosetta, several algorithms have been developed to 

optimize the construction of fragment libraries7,18-21, among which LRFragLib7 proposed 
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by us and the recently developed Flib-Coevo21 were shown to perform best 21. LRFragLib 

identifies near-native fragments with an ensemble of logistic regression models but adopts 

a sophisticated greedy algorithm in the enrichment step to guarantee the “depth”. This 

greedy algorithm may recruit highly unbalanced numbers of fragments at different 

positions and ultimately bias the estimation of precision. The latest Flib-Coevo improves 

over its earlier version by utilizing the map of predicted residue-residue contacts in the 

enrichment steps. Although reported to reach a slightly higher precision than LRFragLib, 

Flib-Coevo sacrifices “depth”, which could limit its utility in protein structure prediction. 

  Recently, deep learning techniques have led to significant advances in protein structure 

prediction. For example, Raptor-X adopted residual convolutional networks to improve 2D 

contact-map prediction in recent critical assessment of techniques for protein structure 

prediction (CASP) competitions12,22,23; SPOT-1D & SPOT-Contact utilized an ensemble of 

recurrent and convolutional networks to enhance the prediction accuracy for secondary 

structures, backbone angles and residue contacts11,24; and AlphaFold greatly impacted the 

field of protein structure prediction in the latest CASP13 competition by designing various 

neural networks for fragment generation, angle and contact prediction and structural 

modeling with geometric constraints10. In this work, we developed an algorithm to further 

improve the quality of fragment libraries, based on the Long-Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM)25 network and the aggregated residual transformation network ResNeXt26. As a 

variant of the Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BRNN)27, the Bidirectional LSTM 

(Bi-LSTM) network has proved to be useful for protein structural predictors, since the 
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amino acid sequence could be processed as time steps28. Furthermore, the ResNeXt26 

architecture based on ResNet29 but with fewer hyper-parameters, has increased the 

accuracy of many common tasks by aggregating a set of transformations with the same 

topology in repeated building blocks to facilitate extracting high-level features in an ultra-

deep neural network. Our algorithm, DeepFragLib, utilizes these cutting-edge techniques 

to construct a hierarchical architecture containing multiple classification models and a 

regression model. The scores of these models are used to filter all template fragments to 

make a reduced set (of size ~50-200) at each position for a target protein. Specifically, in 

the classification models, we adopted Bi-LSTM layers to process sequence information, 

followed by fully connected layers and an output node to differentiate near-native from 

decoy fragments. These models were further compressed and accelerated by knowledge 

distillation30. The activations from the Bi-LSTM layers and the final outputs of the 

classification models as well as predicted residue-residue contact map were then fed into 

one ResNeXt-based regression model to directly predict root-mean-square distance 

(RMSD) values (i.e. structural dissimilarity) from native fragments. In this regression 

model, we proposed a cyclic dilation to expand the receptive field to the whole sequence 

in a single convolutional layer31. Given the prediction score by the regression model, we 

further developed a selection strategy for the recruitment of high-quality template 

fragments at each position of the target protein. When evaluating on all free-modeling 

targets in independent test CASP11-13 sets, DeepFragLib improved the quality of fragment 

library over the other state-of-the-art algorithms including NNMake, LRFragLib, and Flib-
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Coevo. Moreover, when integrated with Rosetta for testing the conformational sampling, 

DeepFragLib significantly outperformed the other algorithms in sampling high-quality 

protein structure models. DeepFragLib is fully parallelized and takes only 20-30 minutes 

to build the fragment library for a 100-residue target sequence. An online server of 

DeepFragLib is available at http://structpred.life.tsinghua.edu.cn/DeepFragLib.html. 

 

Results 

The overall flowchart of DeepFragLib is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The overall flowchart of DeepFragLib. DeepFragLib is composed of a classification module, a 

regression module, and a fragment selection module, as shown in the pink, tan and cyan panels, 
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respectively. The parallelogram box, cylinder boxes, diamond box and rectangle boxes indicate data, 

dataset, judgement and process, respectively. The solid lines and dotted lines indicate the training and 

inference processes, respectively, while the dashed lines refer to the processes shared by training and 

inference.  

 

The algorithm consists of three sequential modules: a classification module that filters out 

most unqualified fragments, a regression module that predicts the RMSD values and thus 

identifies near-native fragments (i.e. low RMSDs) from the remaining ones, and a fragment 

selection module that comprehensively utilizes the scores of the previous two modules to 

accomplish the final fragment recruitment. The classification module contains multiple Bi-

LSTM-based networks, each trained for one fragment length (from 7 to 15 residues). These 

large classification models (referred as “CLA cumbersome models”, where “CLA” stands 

for classification and “cumbersome” indicates the large model sizes) were further 

compressed by knowledge distillation to tiny models (referred as “CLA models”) for 

computational efficiency (Supplementary Fig. S1). In the regression module, information 

from CLA models as well as predicted residue contacts is taken by one regression model 

(referred as “REG model”) that adopts the ResNeXt-like architecture with cyclical dilation 

(Supplementary Fig. S2) to predict RMSD values. The fragment selection module utilizes 

a three-stage selection strategy to obtain 50 to 200 high-quality fragments at every position, 

which altogether constitute the fragment library for the target protein. Here, we utilized 

different neural network architectures for the CLA and REG models with the hope that their 

combination will maximize the overall performance. We did not test the performance if the 
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same network architectures were employed for both models because of the time-consuming 

nature of optimizing hyper-parameters. 

Training and testing the classification module. 

The classification module was trained, five-fold cross-validated and then independently 

tested using fragments from a set of 956 high-resolution nonredundant proteins (HR956). 

We first examined the impact of training with different ratios of positive to negative 

samples because positive samples are greatly outnumbered by negative samples 

(approximately 1:8000) and, thus, under-sampling of negatives is required, similar to our 

previous work7. We used F1-score, the harmonic mean of precision and recall, to evaluate 

the performance on the independent test set. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S3, the 

performance of the cumbersome CLA model for 10-residue fragments is nearly 

independent of the ratio of positive-to-negative samples for a few ratios we examined. Thus, 

we trained all CLA cumbersome models at the 1:1 ratio. Supplementary Fig. S4 compares 

the F1-scores of 5-fold cross validation with those of the independent test for the models 

of different fragment lengths. The essentially identical results between cross validation and 

independent test indicate the robustness of our models. 

  In this classification module, the CLA cumbersome models not only adopt more 

advanced network architectures, but also include a number of new features (e.g., predicted 

solvent accessible surface area, backbone torsion angles and Cα-atom-based angles) that 

were not employed in the logistic regression (LR) models adopted in our previous program 

LRFragLib. Supplementary Fig. S5 shows the change in performance after removing each 
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feature type. It is clear that all features contribute positively to the overall performance. 

The most important contribution to the performance of our CLA models, however, is not 

made by new features but by the deep learning neural networks. As shown in 

Supplementary Fig. S6, our previous LR models can be improved somewhat by new 

features but the dominant contribution to the improvement is from the introduction of new 

machine-learning models.  

  All CLA cumbersome models were distilled for model compression to accelerate the 

computational speed. After knowledge distillation, the CLA model becomes nearly three 

times faster although the F1-score is decreased by 2% (Supplementary Table S1). However, 

directly training models of the same level of compression without distillation will reduce 

the F1-score further by another 2%. Thus, the distilled CLA models have the best 

compromise in term of accuracy and speed. 

Training and testing the regression module. 

The classification module is followed by a regression module, which was trained, validated 

and tested on an independent SCOP350 set in order to predict the real values of RMSD for 

detecting near-native fragments. Prior to training, we analyzed the RMSD distributions of 

samples with different lengths in the SCOP350 set (Supplementary Fig. S7). Since the 

fragment RMSD rarely exceeds 5.0 Å, the output of the REG model is set to [0, 5.0]. On 

the independent test set, the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the predicted 

RMSDs and the true values as well as the mean absolute error (MAE) of the predictions 

are 0.735 and 0.661 Å, respectively, supporting the prediction power of the REG model. 
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We then analyzed the distributions of predicted RMSD values on five groups of fragments 

with different ranges of ground-truth RMSD values: [0, 1), [1, 2), [2, 3), [3, 4), and [4, 5]. 

As shown in Supplementary Fig. S8, the distributions of predicted RMSD values shift right 

in turn, along with an increase in ground-truth RMSD values. Moreover, the group of the 

smallest range of ground-truth RMSDs is well separated from the others, indicating that 

the REG model is capable of identifying near-native fragments. Subsequently, we 

evaluated the fraction of high-quality fragments (i.e. with RMSD < 2.0 Å) among all 

fragments selected by a specific cutoff for the predicted RMSD values (Supplementary Fig. 

S9). The high fractions at all tested cutoff values (80% even at the 2.0 Å cutoff) support 

the use of predicted RMSDs as the principal fragment selection criterion in the following 

fragment selection module. 

Quality assessment of fragment libraries 

The output from the regression module above is employed for fragment selection by the 

third module, which was trained using the CASP 10 dataset (See Methods). Fragment 

libraries were then constructed for test sets CASP 11, 12 and 13 and evaluated against those 

of NNMake, LRFragLib and Flib-Coevo. 
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Fig. 2. Quality assessment of fragment libraries. Quality of the fragment libraries produced by 

DeepFragLib (red), LRFragLib (orange), Flib-Coevo (green) and NNMake (blue) is evaluated in the 

CASP13 (a), CASP12 (b) and CASP11 (c) test protein sets, respectively, in term of precision, position-

averaged precision and coverage as a function of RMSD cutoff for defining near-native fragments. 

 

Fragments from proteins homologous to targets in these CASP sets were excluded from 

library construction based on the homology removal method applied in DeepFragLib (with 

E-value < 0.1 in PSI-BLAST32) and in other algorithms (with their default rules), 

respectively. Precision, position-averaged precision and coverage were calculated at 

different RMSD cutoffs from 0.1 to 2.0 Å as shown from left to right panels in Fig. 2. 

DeepFragLib and LRFragLib both achieve much higher precision than the other two 

algorithms, with DeepFragLib yielding the best performance. More importantly, with 
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respect to position-averaged precision, DeepFragLib outperforms all other methods by a 

large margin, followed by Flib-Coevo, LRFragLib and NNMake. For example, at the cutoff 

of 2.0 Å, DeepFragLib improves the precision and position-averaged precision over the 

second-best method by 8.7% and 12.2%, respectively (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Precision and position-averaged precision values of fragment libraries produced by DeepFragLib, 

NNMake, LRFragLib and Flib-Coevo at the RMSD cutoff of 2.0 Å. 

Protein set DeepFragLib 

(%) 

NNMake 

(%) 

LRFragLib 

(%) 

Flib-Coevo 

(%) 

CASP10 78.19/69.17 49.69/49.69 69.30/49.17 58.74/58.95 

CASP11 80.00/71.10 49.70/49.70 69.10/50.44 58.77/59.05 

CASP12 75.63/65.50 47.26/47.26 68.83/47.07 55.05/55.26 

CASP13 62.73/55.33 34.07/34.07 54.67/40.15 38.28/38.25 

CASP11-13 75.06/65.91 45.86/45.86 66.39/47.18 53.52/53.71 

Values of precision and position-averaged precision are separated by slash. The highest value in each 

protein set is highlighted in bold. 

 

The higher performance of DeepFragLib in both precision and position-averaged precision 

indicate its ability to locate better near-native fragments across different positions of the 

target sequence to assist conformational sampling in protein folding simulations. By 

comparison, LRFragLib has a comparable precision to DeepFragLib but with significantly 

poorer position-averaged precision than DeepFragLib. This indicates that the fractions of 

near-native fragments generated by LRFragLib are highly unbalanced, biasing the 
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precision estimation. Fig. 2 also shows that the four algorithms all achieve nearly 100% 

coverage at 2.0 Å cutoff and thus guarantee the possibility of finding near-native structures 

in the fragment assembly simulations. However, DeepFragLib is able to achieve a higher 

coverage at a lower cutoff in all three CASP test sets. Similar results could be observed in 

performance comparison on the CASP10 training set (Supplementary Fig. S10). Similar 

levels of performance in training and test confirm the robustness of our method for unseen 

proteins. 

Fragment quality in secondary structure regions 

It is of interest to examine the quality of fragments obtained in the region of different 

secondary structure types. To do that, we divided positions of a target sequence into three 

classes: mainly helix, mainly strand, and mainly coil. Specifically, a position is labeled as 

“mainly helix” or “mainly strand” if at least half residues in the native segment starting 

from this position are helical or strand residues. The remaining positions are labeled as 

“mainly coil”. Precision values for fragments at positions within respective secondary 

structure classes were then evaluated in the three CASP test sets (Fig. 3 and Supplementary 

Figs. S11 and 12) and CASP10 training set (Supplementary Fig. S13). 
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Fig. 3. Quality assessment in secondary structure classes. The precision of fragment libraries produced 

by DeepFragLib (red), LRFragLib (orange), Flib-Coevo (green) and NNMake (blue) is evaluated in three 

separate secondary structure classes (mainly helix, mainly strand and mainly coil) on the CASP13 test 

protein set. 

 

DeepFragLib achieves the highest precision for “mainly strand” and “mainly coil” regions, 

while DeepFragLib and LRFragLib perform nearly equally best for the “mainly helix” 

region in all CASP sets. The highest performance for helical positions for all algorithms is 

expected, because template fragment databases contain more near-native fragments in 

helices than in strand and coil regions, considering that helical conformations are less 

flexible than strand and coil conformations7. Although the precision of all fragment 

libraries decreases substantially in the “mainly coil” regions, particularly in the latest 

CASP13 test set, DeepFragLib still outperforms the next best by 11.7% at 2Å RMSD cutoff. 

This substantial improvement in the quality of fragments obtained in the coil region is 

important for the correct assembly of protein structures. 

Evaluation of protein structure prediction 
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The performance of fragment libraries constructed by DeepFragLib, NNMake and Flib-

Coevo was tested in ab initio protein structure prediction for the domains of CASP11-13 

targets using Rosetta. Following the guidelines of the Rosetta AbinitioRelax, we generated 

20,000 structural models for each domain target in the three CASP test sets using standard 

parameters (but skipping the “Relax” stage due to the prohibitive computational time 

required for such a large number of models), ranked all models by TM-Score, and then 

compared the quality of the top1 (Fig. 4), top3 (Supplementary Fig. S14), and top5 

(Supplementary Fig. S15) models generated by the three tested methods. 

 

Fig. 4. Evaluation of the top1 models sampled by Rosetta simulations. (a) Improvement in the TM-

Scores of the top1 models produced with DeepFragLib over NNMake. (b) Improvement in the TM-Scores 

of the top1 models produced with DeepFragLib over Flib-Coevo. The α, β and αβ protein targets are 
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colored red, blue and green, respectively. 

 

Table 2. The number of cases in which each fragment library achieves the best TM-Scores for the top1, 

top3 and top5 models for the overall 50 free-modeling targets in the CASP11-13 sets. 

 

Category DeepFragLib NNMake Flib-Coevo 

Top1 36 12 2 

Average Top3 35 12 3 

Average Top5 31 16 3 

The highest value in each protein set is highlighted in bold.  

 

For the top1 models, DeepFragLib achieves the highest TM-Score in 36 out of 50 targets, 

compared to 12 by NNMake and 2 by Flib-Coevo, respectively (Table 2 and Supplementary 

Fig. S16). DeepFragLib also achieves the highest average TM-Scores for the majority of 

targets in the top3 and top5 models. The differences are statistically significant according 

to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Supplementary Table S2 and Fig. S17&S18). The p-value 

between DeepFragLib and NNMake is < 0.01 for the top1 and top3 models and < 0.02 for 

the top 5 models. The p-value is << 0.001 for the difference between DeepFragLib and 

Flib-Coevo.  
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Fig. 5. Case study on the distribution of TM-scores. The distributions of TM-scores for all sampled 

model structures are compared on four exemplar domain targets: (a) T0790-D2 (αβ protein); (b) T0863-

D1 (α protein); (c) T0918-D1 (β protein); and (d) T0960-D2 (β protein). The structure models are 

generated using the Rosetta AbinitioRelax protocol with DeepFragLib (red solid), NNMake (blue solid) 

and Flib-Coevo (green solid), respectively. The distributions of CASP models (gray dashed) are shown as 

a reference only. 

 

  Fig. 5 shows four examples in which DeepFragLib improves the structural sampling, 

including one case of α protein (T0863-D1), one case of αβ protein (T0790-D2) and two 
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cases of β proteins (T0918-D1 and T0960-D2). The positive shifts in the distributions of 

TM-Scores from other fragment libraries confirm that better fragments by DeepFragLib 

lead to better assembled structures. With the distribution of TM-Scores of all CASP models 

plotted as an approximate reference, the results illustrate the ability of DeepFragLib-based 

simulations to sample the best models among all the methods. We emphasize that the result 

from CASP models is not for comparison but for a reference only because CASP models 

were predicted by a wide variety of methods without knowledge of domain definitions and 

by using homologous structure information for the overall target sequence if available. 

These models were generated without knowledge of domain definition. Moreover, each 

CASP method only predicts a few models although they may sample more than 20,000 

structures generated here.  

Running time  

We estimated the computing time for DeepFragLib, NNMake, LRFragLib and Flib-Coevo 

on a computer cluster with 8 1080Ti GPUs. Well parallelized DeepFragLib takes 20-30 

minutes to build the fragment library for a 100-residue target protein, much faster than 85 

minutes by LRFragLib. NNMake is the fastest algorithm, taking only about 15 minutes for 

the library construction. Flib-Coevo, however, is very slow, requiring about 170 minutes 

for the same target. Therefore, using sophisticated neural networks did not prohibit 

DeepFragLib from achieving a reasonable computational efficiency that is comparable to 

NNMake. 

 

Discussion 

Existing fragment libraries obtain candidate fragments from large protein datasets. For 
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example, NNMake utilizes a self-built dataset containing 16,802 chains and Flib-Coevo 

extracts fragments from the whole PDB database. In contrast, DeepFragLib employs only 

956 high-quality chains in the template fragment database (HR956) for library construction, 

and yet achieves the best performance in fragments obtained and models built. Using only 

high-quality structures avoids noises and errors associated with low-quality structures, 

benefiting the training of deep neural networks without impairing the model 

generalizability.  

   The overall hierarchical structure of DeepFragLib was designed to reduce the 

computational complexity and increase computational efficiency. The coarse-grained CLA 

models only retain the top 5,000 out of > 200,000 fragments at each position as inputs to 

the fine-grained REG model, which in turn simplifies both training and inference of the 

ultra-deep REG model. The CLA models alone could not provide accurate fragment 

identification. In the CASP13 set, the control fragment libraries built from the top 

fragments selected by the CLA models alone exhibit substantial performance reduction by 

all metrics (Supplementary Fig. S19). This highlights the importance of REG model in the 

detection of near-native fragments. Tandemly connecting the classification and regression 

modules allows efficient recruitment of high-quality fragments, because training and 

inference of the REG model from all fragment data (without filtering by the CLA models) 

are computationally prohibitive. 

  From LRFragLib to DeepFragLib, we introduced two main changes to the composition 

of the fragment library. Firstly, we extended the maximal fragment length from 10 to 15 
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residues. Longer fragments could improve the sampling efficiency in protein folding 

simulations, since these fragments include more non-local structural preferences. After 

upgrading from LRFragLib to DeepFragLib, the mean fragment length increases by 

approximately one residue in the CASP11-13 test set (Supplementary Table S3). Moreover, 

16.8% of the fragments identified by DeepFragLib are longer than 9 residues, compared to 

only 2.3% in LRFragLib and 4.0% in Flib-Coevo (Supplementary Table S4). It is possible 

to merge these long fragments (length > 9) collected by DeepFragLib into the NNMake 

library of 9-mer fragments so as to provide a larger pool for structure prediction by Rosetta. 

Secondly, unlike LRFragLib, which can recruit an unlimited number of fragments in the 

greedy enrichment step, the number of fragments in DeepFragLib is restricted to between 

50 and 200 at every position. LRFragLib is inclined to obtain much more fragments in 

specific positions, especially in helical regions, and, consequently, the fractions of the helix, 

stand and coil fragments are unbalanced. After restricting the fragment number to [50, 200], 

the imbalance is alleviated in DeepFragLib. If the upper boundary is further reduced to 50, 

the distribution of fragments becomes more balanced among secondary structure categories 

and closer to those of NNMake and Flib-Coevo, while the fragment quality is nearly 

unchanged (Supplementary Fig. S20). Considering that an ideal fragment library should 

present some degree of structural variation to facilitate in silico structure prediction, we set 

the restriction of the number of fragments to 50 and 200 by default. 

  In our structure prediction by Rosetta, NNMake unexpectedly yielded the second-best 

performance after DeepFragLib, whereas Flib-Coevo produced results that are inconsistent 
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with its higher precision in the quality assessment of its fragment library. Therefore, factors 

other than common metrics like precision and coverage may also contribute to structure 

prediction. One possible factor is “depth”, the average number of predicted fragments. As 

such, we calculated the depths for fragment libraries constructed by various algorithms for 

all CASP11-13 targets (Supplementary Table S5). In comparison to the fixed 200 fragments 

required by NNMake, the depth is 132.124±67.674 in DeepFragLib, but only 19.190±3.868 

in Flib-Coevo, which may explain the poor performance of this algorithm in real 

conformational sampling. Therefore, we suggest that fragment libraries should be 

evaluated by structure prediction in addition to the assessment of fragment quality.  

 

Methods 

Datasets 

To develop CLA models, we first created a small high-resolution fragment dataset (referred 

as “HR956”) by culling 956 protein chains from PISCES33 with resolution < 1.5 Å, R-value 

< 0.15 and pairwise identity < 20%. These protein chains were divided into contiguous 

fragments of 7-15 residues. The secondary structure and solvent accessible surface area of 

each chain were calculated by DSSP34. Backbone dihedral angles (ϕ and ψ), Cα-atom-

based angles (θ and τ), and residue contact information were calculated from their PDB35 

structures, respectively. A total of 1.9 million fragments of 7 to 15 residues in the HR956 

set make approximately 20 billion pairs of fragments of the same lengths as the data for 

training the CLA models. Each fragment in the HR956 set also serves as a candidate 
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template for the fragment library in the inference stage of DeepFragLib. 

  We selected one representative chain from each “Fold” category of SCOPe v2.0736 to 

compose an initial set and then removed all homologous chains (with E-value < 0.1 in PSI-

BLAST32 after three rounds of iterations) against the HR956 and all CASP datasets, which 

resulted in a 350-chain dataset (referred as “SCOP350”) for training the REG model. The 

selection strategy (the third module in Fig. 1) was optimized on the CASP10 training set 

that includes 11 free-modeling domain targets in CASP10 (Supplementary Table S6). We 

adopted three independent test sets for evaluating the performance of DeepFragLib, which 

include 20, 21, and 9 free-modeling domain targets in CASP11 (Supplementary Table S7), 

CASP12 (Supplementary Table S8) and CASP13 (Supplementary Table S9), respectively. 

In constructing above datasets, we removed CASP domain targets without publicly 

available PDB structures, those with structures determined by nuclear magnetic resonance, 

those with many missing residues, and those with their chain lengths of < 40 residues. Thus, 

the numbers of free-modeling domain targets in our test sets are smaller than the ones listed 

on the CASP website. For the SCOP350 and CASP datasets, secondary structures were 

predicted by PSIPRED v4.0137, while solvent accessible surface area, backbone dihedral 

angles, and Cα-atom-based angles were predicted by SPIDER328 and its successor SPOT-

1D24. Residue contact information was first predicted by SPOT-Contact11 and then refined 

by our in-house contact predictors for local (sequence separation < 6) and non-local 

(sequence separation ≥ 6) residue pairs (see Supplementary Materials for the brief 

description of these in-house models)  
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Normalization of RMSD and dRMS 

Similar to RMSD, distance-RMS (dRMS) measures the difference of atom-atom distance 

matrices for evaluating the structural similarity between fragments38. dRMS is adequate for 

comparing highly flexible regions and computationally efficient by avoiding the time-

consuming structural superimposition7. However, both RMSD and dRMS depend on the 

number of amino acid residues, which hinders the comparison of their values for fragments 

with different lengths. Here, we optimized two formulas to normalize RMSD and dRMS 

of fragments of various lengths (7-15 residues) to standard values of 10-residue fragments, 

following a protocol similar to the work of Carugo and Pongor39. As shown in 

Supplementary Fig. S21, for each fragment length, we randomly chose 100 million 

fragment pairs and calculated their RMSD values. The right-shifts of RMSD distributions 

display the dependence of RMSD values on the fragment length. We then plotted the 

percentile points of various distributions against the fragment length and found a clear 

linear dependence, as shown by the quartiles. Interestingly, after dividing the RMSD 

percentile values by the RMSD10 reference (the corresponding one from the distribution 

of 10-residue fragments), all curves collapse into one single curve. We tried to use linear 

or logarithmic function to fit the curve and found that linear function achieved the highest 

correlation coefficient (> 0.999). The linear function is described by the following equation: 

,
                     (1) 

where N is the number of residues. Similarly, dRMS values were normalized with the same 
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procedure (Supplementary Fig. S22) and the fitted function is described by the following 

equation: 

,
                     (2) 

The normalization coefficients (RMSD/RMSD10 and dRMS/dRMS10) for different 

fragment lengths are listed in Supplementary Table S10. In this work, we regard RMSD10 

as RMSD and dRMS10 as dRMS unless noted otherwise. 

The classification module 

In the first module (see Fig. 1), we employed stacked Bi-LSTM networks to construct the 

multiple cumbersome classification models, each optimized for one specific fragment 

length, with one-dimensional features of protein fragments as inputs. The flowchart of the 

CLA models is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S1. Specifically, similarity scores between 

amino acid pairs were obtained from the BLOSUM62 matrix40, 10-dimensional 

physicochemical features of 20 amino acids were obtained from Kidera et al.41, three-class 

secondary structure probabilities were predicted by PSIPRED, whereas solvent accessible 

surface area, backbone dihedral angles (ϕ and ψ) as well as Cα-atom-based angles (θ and 

τ) were predicted by SPIDER3. All above features were flattened into a 43N-dimensional 

input feature vector, where N stands for the fragment length. We employed the same 

procedure to label samples as used in our previous work7. For each specific fragment, we 

labeled the 20 pairs with the lowest dRMS between this selected fragment and all other 

fragments of the same length (simultaneously requiring dRMS < 1 Å) as positive samples, 
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with redundancy in fragment pair indices carefully removed. All remaining fragment pairs 

were labeled as negative samples. We randomly chose 80% of samples as the training set 

for 5-fold cross-validation and the remaining 20% of samples as the independent test set.         

  The cumbersome classification model consists of three Bi-LSTM layers with 64 nodes 

per direction, followed by three additional fully connected hidden layers with 128 nodes 

(to process the last time step output of Bi-LSTM layers). The Bi-LSTM layers use the 

hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation while the fully connected layers adopt the Rectified 

Linear Unit (ReLU) activation. The model has a single output node with the sigmoid 

activation function to normalize the confidence value to [0, 1]. To reduce the risk of over-

fitting, we applied the dropout mechanism42 with a ratio of 50% on the fully connected 

layers and L2 weight regularization on all trainable parameters during training. The model 

was trained using cross entropy as the loss function, which was optimized by the Adam 

optimizer43 with an initial learning rate of 7.5e-4.  

Knowledge distillation 

The cumbersome classification models are too computationally intensive during the 

prediction step: nearly 180 million times for a 100-residue target protein (1.9 million×90). 

Therefore, we adopted knowledge distillation to train a small model for model compression 

and acceleration. The distilled model contains a one-dimensional convolution layer with 

43 filters of the kernel size of 3, followed by a Bi-LSTM layer with 64 nodes per direction 

and a fully connected layer with 32 nodes. The output layer is identical to that of the 

cumbersome classification model. We also applied a dropout rate of 50% on the fully 
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connected layer and L2 regularization on all trainable parameters for training the distilled 

models. The total loss function is described by the following equation: 

,
 (3) 

where P and Q stand for the predicted labels of the cumbersome model and the distilled 

model, respectively, H stands for the cross-entropy function, BLSTM2_P and BLSTM_Q 

stand for the outputs of all steps of the second Bi-LSTM layer of the cumbersome model 

and the ones of Bi-LSTM layer in the distilled model, respectively, LABEL stands for the 

ground truth, and θ stands for parameters in the distilled model. The three items in the loss 

function have respective weights of 1.0, 1.0, and 0.5. Here, the loss function contains not 

only the commonly used loss components in knowledge distillation (the cross-entropy 

between the ground truth and outputs of the distilled model as well as the cross-entropy 

between outputs of the cumbersome model and those of the distilled model)30 but also the 

mean squared error between the outputs of Bi-LSTM layers of the cumbersome model and 

those of Bi-LSTM layer in the distilled model. During training, the distilled models reached 

higher accuracies and faster convergence speed compared to the models of the same 

topology but trained from scratch using the common loss function. Instead of utilizing the 

Adam optimizer, we adopted the SWATS optimization algorithm, which first employs the 

Adam optimizer for fast convergence and then turns to the stochastic gradient descent 

(SGD) with momentum optimization for better performance at later stages of training when 

a triggering condition is satisfied44. In addition to the condition related to the projection of 
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Adam steps on the gradient subspace as proposed by Keskar et al.44, the turning point of 

the optimization method was set to be after 300 epochs of iteration. We tuned the initial 

learning rate as 5.0e-4. All cumbersome models with different fragment lengths were 

distilled. In this work, we regard final distilled models as the CLA models unless noted 

otherwise.  

The regression module 

In the second module (see Fig. 1), we employed an ultra-deep regression model based on 

the ResNeXt architecture to directly predict RMSD values between candidate template 

fragments and the native fragments. The flowchart of the REG model is illustrated in 

Supplementary Fig. S2. For each protein in the SCOP350 set, we selected the top 1,000 

fragments with the highest confidence values output by the CLA model per position for 

each fragment length, which altogether composed a dataset containing 430 million samples. 

We randomly chose 70% for training and cross validation and the remaining 30% as the 

independent test set. The training samples were further divided into the training set and the 

validation set with a ratio of 4:1. We refined the predicted residue-residue contact matrices 

of fragments, flattened them into vectors and calculated the root-mean-square-distance 

between contact vectors for a pair of fragments. Considering that the individual CLA model 

for different fragment lengths has a different number of states in the Bi-LSTM layer (from 

7 to 15), we uniformly extracted the outputs of the last seven timesteps from the Bi-LSTM 

layer for all CLA models. The output of CLA models, the distance of contact vectors and 

the fragment length were broadcast together with the Bi-LSTM outputs as input for the 
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REG model. Therefore, the input features have the same temporal dimension as the Bi-

LSTM outputs that contain seven timesteps. During inference, we selected the top 5,000 

fragments from CLA models per position to predict RMSD by the REG model. 

  Considering that input features are decomposed into seven timesteps, we designed a 

cyclically dilated convolution to expand receptive fields to the whole sequence in a single 

layer. Instead of padding zero values, we padded the feature values of the last few steps at 

the head of the first step and in turn padded the first few steps at the end of the last step. 

Thus, the features of seven steps form a loop and these features are repeated cyclically. For 

a specified step, the convolution operations with dilation rate of one, two and three jointly 

can expand receptive fields to all seven steps (Supplementary Fig. S2). Following the 

bottleneck layer, we designed twelve cyclically dilated convolutional layers with 256 filters 

in parallel for each dilation rate. Thus, one building block of the REG model includes 36 

parallel paths. These building blocks are repeated for 40 times, followed by an output layer. 

Batch normalization45 and L2 regularization are also adopted in the REG model. We 

utilized Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5e-5 for model training. In this work, all 

deep neural networks were coded with the TensorFlow framework46 and trained on 16 

1080Ti GPUs. 

The fragment selection module  

In the third module (see Fig. 1), our selection strategy contains three stages to obtain 

candidate fragments at each sequence position for constructing the fragment library. This 

three-stage selection strategy was optimized on the CASP10 training set. In Stage 1, we 
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used a set of customized thresholds for different fragment lengths (see Supplementary 

Table S11) to extract candidate fragments based on their predicted RMSD values output by 

the REG model. These fragments were ranked in ascending order of predicted RMSDs and 

only the top ones were retained to ensure that the number of candidates selected per 

position (recorded as “N”) never exceeded 200. If N was less than 50 at a position, which 

is possible for loop regions, in particular, when not enough fragments were predicted within 

the cutoff thresholds, we introduced two additional stages for enrichment. In Stage 2, the 

fragments with predicted RMSD less than a lower customized threshold of the 

corresponding fragment lengths (see Supplementary Table S11) were extracted in 

ascending order of predicted RMSDs and the enrichment stopped once N reached 50. If N 

was still less than 50 after Stage 2, Stage 3 was initiated, where all unselected 7-residue 

fragments were ranked in descending order of output values by the CLA models and top 

fragments were recruited until N reached 50. After this selection strategy, the number of 

candidate fragments at each position would fall between 50 and 200. Notably, the 

customized RMSD thresholds adopted in Stages 1 and 2 were computed from the REG 

model. For each fragment length, the Stage 1 threshold was set as the RMSD cutoff such 

that 90% of the fragments predicted with lower RMSDs than this cutoff were near-native 

fragments with RMSD ≤ 2.0 Å. The Stage 2 threshold was computed similarly, but using a 

lower percentage of 85%. All thresholds were finally controlled to be RMSD ≤ 2.0 Å. 

  In addition to DeepFragLib developed here, we also constructed fragment libraries for 

NNMake, LRFragLib, and Flib-Coevo using their executable programs (NNMake in 
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Rosetta v3.8, LRFragLib v1.0 and Flib-Coevo v1.01) with all parameters set to default 

values. Notably, fragment libraries generated by Flib-Coevo contained a few repeated 

candidates at the same position, so we removed these redundant fragments for a fair 

comparison. Because LRFragLib occasionally produced a large number of fragments at 

several individual positions, we slightly modified the software and limited the maximum 

number to 200 at each position.  

Quality assessment of fragment libraries 

We adopted the widely used metrics, precision and coverage, to evaluate the quality of 

fragment libraries. Specifically, precision is defined as the fraction of near-native fragments 

in the whole fragment library and coverage is defined as the fraction of the sequence 

positions that are covered by at least one near-native fragments, where near-native 

fragments refer to those with RMSD values to the native ones less than a certain cutoff 

value. Same as our previous work, we used a series of cutoff values ranging from 0.1 Å to 

2.0 Å with a step size of 0.1 Å to produce curves of precision and coverage. Moreover, as 

described previously, we introduced an additional metric, the position-averaged precision, 

which averages the fractions of near-native fragments over all sequence positions. This 

metric could eliminate the artificial effect caused by significantly different numbers of 

fragments at different positions.  

Conformational sampling and model generation with Rosetta 

We employed the Rosetta v3.8 C++ source code to evaluate the usefulness of fragment 

libraries in ab initio protein structure prediction. Rosetta iteratively utilizes short (3-mers) 
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and long (9-mers) fragments for fragment assembly using Monte Carlo simulations. 

Specifically, at each step, the backbone torsion angles of a randomly chosen segment of the 

target protein will be replaced by a randomly selected fragment from the fragment library 

and the proposed conformational change will be accepted or declined following the 

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The original Rosetta only allows the fixed length for long 

fragments. Thus, we only modified the standard Rosetta AbinitioRelax application to 

accept long fragments of variable lengths. We converted fragment libraries constructed by 

DeepFragLib, NNMake and Flib-Coevo to the Rosetta fragment format and directly fed 

them into AbinitioRelax to replace the standard 9-mer library, respectively. By skipping the 

“Relax” stage of AbinitioRelax to reduce the computational time, we generated 20,000 

protein models for each free-modeling protein target in the CASP11, CASP12, and 

CASP13 test sets. The quality of these sampled structure models was evaluated by TM-

Score47.   

 

Data Availability 

The full template fragment database HR956 used for fragment library construction and all 

four CASP datasets used for the quality evaluation of fragment libraries are available on 

Code Ocean (https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.3579011.v1). 

 

Code Availability 

All source codes and models of DeepFragLib are openly available on Code Ocean 
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(https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.3579011.v1) and on GitHub 

(https://github.com/ElwynWang/DeepFragLib). We also provided an online server for 

DeepFragLib at http://structpred.life.tsinghua.edu.cn/DeepFragLib.html. 
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